FEATURES

CHOOSE FROM OVER 1,000 TEXTILES offered by C.F. Stinson, Designtex, Maharam, Momentum and 9to5 Signature®. In the rare case we don’t have what you’re looking for, we’ll upholster your chair in any fabric provided to us!

LIFETIME WARRANTY on all structural and mechanical components. Fabric and foam are warranted against wear through and deterioration for five years.

QUICK SHIP! Bella ships in 5 days in ExpressShip fabrics, selected plastic and selected frame finishes.

MEETS ALL YOUR NEEDS Designed for comfort, durability and quick transitions, Bella’s stacking, nesting, task and stool models bring practical solutions to meeting spaces.

MATERIAL CHOICES Bella offers a range of materials for the seat and back, including plastic and upholstered. Choose from 12 plastic colors and 2 powder coat frame colors. Bella takes it to a whole new level of durability.

DURABILITY AND MOBILITY Molded from high-impact thermoplastic for extra durability, the Bella’s back offers full support but the smooth surface is aesthetically pleasing and easy to clean. Each Bella handle offers mobility.

BELLA STACKS UP 4 leg models stack four high on the floor and ten high on optional cart. Ganging brackets available.

BELLA IS READY TO PLAY Adapt. React. Move. People are on the move, looking for new and innovative ways to get stuff done. As a result, collaborative spaces are in high demand. Bella’s multi-purpose series transforms any space into a dynamic environment capable of supporting the many ways people work. From flexible training areas, to dedicated workstation spaces, to the countless gathering opportunities in between, Bella collection possesses an impressive design that delivers comfort and flexibility.

THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAILS

BELLA

3211 Jack Northrop Ave.
Hawthorne, CA 90250

PHONE 888.925.SEAT
FAX 866.925.SEAT
EMAIL sales@9to5seating.com
9to5seating.com
Follow us: @9to5seating
We’ve got a Bella for every working and meeting space. Choose from our 4 leg stacker, nesting, light task and stool model with plastic or upholstered seats. Customize with 12 plastic colors and 2 powder coat colors.

MAXIMIZE YOUR SPACE
Multipurpose rooms call for seating that can adapt at a moment’s notice. Our Bella nesting model is lightweight and the seat easily folds for high-volume storage.
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MAXIMIZE YOUR SPACE
Multipurpose rooms call for seating that can adapt at a moment’s notice. Bella nesting models lightweight and the seat easily folds for high-volume storage.

LIGHT TASKING/MEETING ROOMS
Task models are ideal for collaborative spaces, meeting rooms and other workspace areas. Arm and armless models available. Or for higher working surfaces, the stool models are ideal.

LIGHT TASKING/MEETING ROOMS
Task models are ideal for collaborative spaces, meeting rooms and other workspace areas. Arm and armless models available. Or for higher working surfaces, the stool models are ideal.

COLORS

CASTER OPTIONS

FRAME COLORS

ACCESSORIES

PLASTIC COLORS

BASE OPTIONS

ARM OPTIONS

BA10B

26" HIGH PROFILE
ALUMINUM BASE
BLACK POWDER COAT

BA10P

26" HIGH PROFILE
ALUMINUM BASE
POLISHED

BA10S

26" HIGH PROFILE
ALUMINUM BASE
SILVER POWDER COAT

C5 - 50MM HOODED
CASTERS

C5S - 50MM HOODED
HARD FLOOR CASTERS
(4 LEG MODELS)

C6 - 60MM HOODLESS
CASTERS

C6S - 60MM HOODLESS
HARD FLOOR CASTERS
(Task models and stools)

BF

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

DL1

STACKING DOLLY
STACKS 10 CHAIRS
(4 LEGS ONLY)

BSK

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

STANDARD

BA9B

26" HIGH PROFILE
NYLON BASE-BLACK

BA10B

26" HIGH PROFILE
ALUMINUM BASE
BLACK POWDER COAT

BF

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

DL1

STACKING DOLLY
STACKS 10 CHAIRS
(4 LEGS ONLY)

BSK

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

STANDARD

BA9B

26" HIGH PROFILE
NYLON BASE-BLACK

BA10B

26" HIGH PROFILE
ALUMINUM BASE
BLACK POWDER COAT

BF

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

DL1

STACKING DOLLY
STACKS 10 CHAIRS
(4 LEGS ONLY)

BSK

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

STANDARD

BA9B

26" HIGH PROFILE
NYLON BASE-BLACK

BF

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

DL1

STACKING DOLLY
STACKS 10 CHAIRS
(4 LEGS ONLY)

BSK

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

STANDARD

BA9B

26" HIGH PROFILE
NYLON BASE-BLACK

BF

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

DL1

STACKING DOLLY
STACKS 10 CHAIRS
(4 LEGS ONLY)

BSK

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

STANDARD

BF

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

DL1

STACKING DOLLY
STACKS 10 CHAIRS
(4 LEGS ONLY)

BSK

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

STANDARD

BF

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

DL1

STACKING DOLLY
STACKS 10 CHAIRS
(4 LEGS ONLY)

BF

LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE
HANGING WIRE BASKET

DL1

STACKING DOLLY
STACKS 10 CHAIRS
(4 LEGS ONLY)